
Day Subject Lesson Plan Assignment

Math

*Mad Minute (chart and PB record sheet)                                                              

*Lesson 20 New Concept: rounding                                          

Rotations:                                                               1.  

PU -- F, MM, & PS (L20)                                    2.  

Lesson 20 work time                                                           

3. Computer ixl.com A.16  

L20 1-30

VoWac
Vowel teams used to spell long a (ai and ay) WB p. 232/P and 232

English

Rewriting an edited paragraph

Science

*Review freezing point on thermometer F and C…take 

a look at a graphic of the temperatures of the planets 

and discuss the temperatures of the gas giants and 

explain that gas giant does not refer to a hot 

temperature                                                     Review 

Chpt. 18 test and complete a Solar System Crossword

Flex

Edit personal narratives and ixl Capitalizaton practice 

(OO.1-OO.6)  

Math

U3 Test and ixl when finished Test

VoWac
Vowel teams used to spell long a cont WB p. 233/P

4th Grade - Debi Dawe

Tuesday 

Monday 



English

Introduction to commas (dislplay the grandpa poster)

Science

Chpt. 17--Study of the Earth (composition)

Tech. Time
ixl catch-up

Math

Investigation #2:  Units of Length and Perimeter  Investigation packet

VoWac
Vowel teams used to spell long a cont WB p. 234a/P

English
Commas (cont.)

Flex

Personal Narratives final draft

Science

Chpt. 17 (cont.)--Vocabulary:  Rotation and revolution   

The reason for day and night (time around the world)

Wednesday 

Tuesday 



Tech. Time

Google classroom-- Weekly Reader                             

*Read/listen to the the three articles, "Calories on the 

Menu, "The Nose Knows," and "Remembering Maria"

Math

*Mad Minute (chart and PB record sheet)                                                              

*Lesson 21 New Concept: Triangles, Rectangles, 

Squares, and Circles                                                  

*Introduction to geometry                                

ROTATIONS                                                           1. 

Demonstrate how to make each shape with rulers, 

compass, and notecard with a 60 and 90 angle                                                                      

*Practice making shapes                             *Complete 

#11 and #12 on L22                                2.  L22 work 

time                                                      3.   ixl BB.1                                                                 

L21 1-30

VoWac
Vowel teams used to spell long a cont WB p. 234b/P

English
Personal Narrative Final Draft (cont.)

Tech. Time
Complete an online quiz about the WR articles

Wednesday 

Thursday 



Math

*Mad Minute (chart and PB record sheet)                                                              

*Lesson 22 New Concept: Naming Fractions; Adding 

Dollars and Cents                                                     

*define fraction, numerator, and denominator                 

*Look at examples 1-3 (fraction of a shape and 

fractions of a dollar)                                                    

*Review how to add money (decimal point--separates 

dollars from cents)                                                    

*Draw congruent rectangular shapes to compare 

fractions                                                    

L22 1-30

VoWac
Vowel teams used to spell long quiz WB p. 234 

Social Studies
Search for Sources activity

Friday 


